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Wow funny guild ranks



? Rank Ideas?corrosifaffy wrote in wow_ladiesMarch 13th, 2008 I just made a guild, mainly for banking space, but I want to rename the ranks. I googled for a few ideas, but didn't find much. I'm aiming for something hilarious or generally awesome? All ideas?x-possted at WorldofWarcraftbtw, I play on smolderthorn -
horde side. If you're here say hello! Thank you ladies. :) WoW Classic WoW Classic General Discussion recently made a guild named 'Dealer' and I wonder if anyone could help me with some smart guild rank names?! I'm not sure what you want with that name. My first thought is a casino, and then I would say that you
could use all ranks as different positions within the casino if it was the guild name. Maybe using Dealer as one of the ranks, Card Counter like another, or even Bouncer and Barman as some. Use whatever you want. Your Guild, your rules. 2 Likes don't include the name either. It had to be interpreted individually. Most of
the people we've reached are taking the same thing. That its intended to be based on the name casino. Right now we've been thinking about ranks like manager Asst-Manager Pit Boss Blackjack Dealer Slots Bellman Box But then again, we've had more people join because of their names such as someone joined
named Bigpotato and jokes around in the chat saying hes the potato dealer. Same thing with someone named Spoon, Hemp, Carrot, etc. all in their name. So I wanted to make more unique ranks and wonder if anyone could think of something that would be more humorous. Once as in, Once, dealer? Please? once
dealer ONE TIME ONE TIME god gimme dat ace on the river once ONE F'ING TIME DEALER... NOOOOO!!!.. WHYYYYY!!! WHY DID YOU DO THIS FOR ME DEALER... eh hrrm... That's all for me. Good luck guys, have a good night. Fluffer Bottom B Corner ho 2 Like 1 Like GM: Drug Lord Officers: Her_oin Hustlers
Senior: Me_th Merchants Members: Coke Blokes New/Trial: Weed Whelps Or you could have Heisenberg as GM and go from there... 4 Love Ayyeee I really like lol. Heisenberg as GM 1 Like this one is definitely my favorite. Thank you all for the help. I like the more unique titles for rank names. Especially since a large
part of the guild had fun with the name of the guild. 1 Like Gm: Kingpin Officer: Underboss Raider: Social Rogue: Pimp Raider Recruit: Social DrugMan Recruit: hoe Or If You Mean as a Casino, You Could Use Gm Card Names: Ace Officer: King Raider: Queen and So On . . . Dealer Skooma (guild master) Moon sugar
(officers) Ale (senior guild members) Milk (new members) khajiit has (alts) 1 Like Guild Master Guild Master’s Girlfriend Loot Council Priority (Officer) Help Loot Council Gear Up (Raider) Pls Help My Alt do SM for Free (Non-Raider) You Didn’t Get World Buff (Muted) Oprah You Get a Car And You Get a Car Everyone
Gets a Car Except Tom One Time, You Didn’t Get World Buff (Muted) Oprah You Get a Car And You Get a Car Everyone Gets a Car Except Tom One Time , You Didn’t Get World Buff (Muted) Oprah You Get a Car And You Get a Car Everyone Gets a Car Except Tom One Time un de nos membres de la guilde a été à
la traîne le GM sur un alt et si le GM a décidé de faire un nouveau rang pour lui appelé Guild Idiot, qui est ensuite devenu le le rank for new members and it took them a while to figure out how to solve this problem, it was pretty funny Lord Lieutenant Hitman Falcon Porto: It was meant to be interpreted individually. Most of
the people we've reached are taking the same thing. That its intended to be based on the name casino. Right now we've been thinking about ranks like manager Asst-Manager Pit Boss Blackjack Dealer Slots Bellman Box But then again, we've had more people join because of their names such as someone joined
named Bigpotato and jokes around in the chat saying hes the potato dealer. Same thing with someone named Spoon, Hemp, Carrot, etc. all in their name. So I wanted to make more unique ranks and wonder if anyone could think of something that would be more humorous. Chef Sous Chef Confectioner Pastry Chef
Water Boy /Girl House detective Corroiveaffy on WoW LJ wants to know if there are any good ideas out there for guild ranks, and I can tell him that there are tons. There is the standard recruit, officer, raider and veteran, but it seems that some guild ranks are even more creative than the guilds they are named. I have
seen everything from larva, pupa and queen, to the old padawan, jedi and master mentioned in the comments. A guild I was on my way back just had two ranks: most people were peonies, and the GM was the only king. Usually, it's the funniest when they attach themselves to the name of the guild in a way - I like the
example of The Adjective Names of LJ comments, where the GM is called the Pope of Punctuation. I know there are others who are excellent, but every time people fish for them, they seem a little hard to find. What are the best guild rank names you've ever seen? January 25, 2005 10:14 AM #1 OK, running with Widge
mod running last night, it was addictive check all the custom ranks many guilds have, and I fell out of my chair laughing at how many guilds can't spell lieutenant and can't bother to search it online (or run it through Word, which is my always back). There is a guild, Caellum Astellus or something, on Silver Hand that
seems to have at least a dozen rows, most with very flowery names. Other guilds seem to make special ranks for many of its members - one person ran around with the rank of /afk for example. Some designate which characters are alts across the ranks. And, of course, the millions of pirate guilds all have nautical titles,
some of them very tongue-in-cheek. Sawed Off is based on the premise that it's a dwarf guild that allows non-shorties, too, so we have ranks on race: Cousin is tallfolk, Brother is a dwarf or gnome, so we have elders who originally signed the charter (all shorties!), the advisors who are our officers, and Thane is the guild
leader title. What rank names does your guild use? (If you don't know, you can edit, delete or change the ranks and rights they have in the guild leader window.) January 25, 2005 10:26 #2 Boring, Boring, Initiate (new recruit) Member Officer At some point our guild leader has appointed himself emperor, but not sure if
that is still the case. He also, at one point, ranked each gnome as Garbage Chewer, but changed that later. I think we were going to go with rows named after the beers, but never had time to do it. January 25, 2005 10:27 AM #3 Silverblaze was messing around one night and made Eamin the lowest rank in the guild out.
Who happens to be Avatar of Ro. It has not changed it yet. And then the tauren said, '13 inches!' Guardian Alen Kilguren Frosteyes 60th Priest on Silver Hand Bringers of Light Kilguren Duskeyes 32nd Paladin on Durotan SamuraiMonkey DeathSquad January 25th, 2005 10:30 AM #4 Well, we have custom names. Most
of them are based on the Illuminatis trilogy (for fun, and because it goes well with our guild name - at least in the more serious sense! Researcher - Harbinger Insider - Senior Justified Member - Veteran Justified Officer - Senior Selected Officer - Guild Leader (Currently Tzak) We also have at least one personalized
rank... Ro Harbinger, which is reserved for the horde of Eamin alt. I'll Disappear No longer exists One day, I hope I'm someone you miss January 25th, 2005 10:32 #5 Pies and Ale on Silver Hand uses beer names. A gnome lassie ran with the title of Pinte in the auction house. January 25, 2005 10:36 AM #6 I would have
thought that the gnomes would be labeled Half-Pinte On a side note, sometimes we put a knit cap on my 1 1/2 year old boy and call it 1/8th Mile I'm not witty enough for a signing January 25th, 2005 10:40 #7 Initiating - Natalie Member - Tooty Veteran - Blair and Joe Officer - Mrs. Garrette Leader - Tony Danza Yes, I'm
serious. January 25, 2005 10:43 AM #8 Lass/Lad - new Kin recruit - after they have completed a special quest Noble - Another quest Thane - Quest Leader - Leader duh - leader I think I'm missing a few levels between Kin and Thane, but we've been retooling a part of the organization to meet our needs in Azeroth.
January 25, 2005 11:01 AM #9 Is there anywhere you can check the rank names of other guilds? A guild NPC somewhere maybe? My try-out guild on the Euro beta 2: Apprentice - Crusader Insider - Member Zealot - Captain Officer - Chief January 25th, 2005 11:16 AM #10 For Trans-Azeroth Orchestra we have
Maestro - Guild Musician Leader - Veteran Roadie - Member Groupie - Initiate Susan stopped. Of course someone would be so stupid. Some humans would do anything to see it was possible. If you put a big switch in a cave somewhere with a sign on it saying End of the Switch World. PLEASE DO NOT TOUCH, the
paint wouldn't even have time to dry. - T. Pratchett January 25, 2005 11:28 #11 A Friend of Mines on Bonechewer is the leader of a guild called Linearly Ranks include Actuarian and Euclidian. It's a major math, if you can't guess. January 25, 2005 11:43 #12 I didn't get too creative, just using the basics with one
exception. I made a rank called Guild Wanker and anyone who bungles something or just pulls a bonehead maneuver is assigned with the rank of Guild Wanker until they live it down. January 25, 2005 11:50 AM #13 Guild Master (hail to the king, baby) Inner Circle (the same controls as the rank of guild master; TC is
run by the basic guild members who have been playing together for many years) Boot Licker (even as the inner circle, except that I just love to pain a couple of guys giving them the rank of Boot Licker) Outer Circle (basic member) Warlock (have to set wizards below everyone; they are not worthy) Recruit (new recruit
during their trial phase) Lokie (Lokie is a guild member who sometimes has too much to drink and gets rather vulgar in the guild chat - this rank has no guild chat rights and is used whenever someone needs to be squelched!) Ninja Looter (this is used to upset a guild member who accidentally looted an item she wasn't
supposed to, and now will never hear the end of it) Only enemies tell the truth. Friends and lovers lie constantly, caught up in the web of duty. - The man in black When seconds count, the police are only a few minutes away. - Clint Smith, SWAT officer and Vietnam veteran January 25, 2005 12:19 #14 Initially posted by
Milton Finkelstein Is there anywhere you can check the rank names of other guilds? You must either look at the endless Thottbot profiles or use Widge mod. January 25, 2005 12:30 #15 Heh did not fully understand ours ... The Man (GL) Mixed Nuts (officers) O.G. (oldschool gypsy) Gypsy Gimp (I think it's initiated) Pool
Boy (I think these are people we're trying to get rid of) F Twinks (self explanatory) January 25th, 2005 12:53 #16 Initially Posted by Lascaris For Trans-Azeroth Orchestra we have Maestro - Guild Leader - Veteran Road Initiatie - Groupie Member - ROTF! It's great! I'm going To no longer exist One day, I hope I'm
someone you miss January 25th, 2005 01:32 #17 Khan Noyan - Spokesman of a Principality Bagadur - hero or commander, roughly equivalent to a knight Anda - Sworn Brothers Bogul - Slaves and / or servants ... all Mongols, based on the guild leader who wanted Khan. Or, perhaps more accurately:
Khhhaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaan. January 25, 2005 14:05 #18 Member - Frosted Flake Officer - Captain Crunch Leader - Count Chocula January 26, 2005 12:52 #19 FoH levels cracked me. It's funny. Minium WoW PVP is not afraid! My Blue Troll January 26th, 2005 02:10 #20 What do you use to see that?
Rombus, L60 Blood Elf Paladin Rombiis, L60 Orc Warlock Rommy, L60 Undead Rogue La, L60 Tauren Druid Leader of Team Ice, Illidan Illidan Illidan
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